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THE
PREZ
SEZ
FRED NUTTALL
MOGNW PRESIDENT 2021-2022
November 2021
There is longevity to my administration. I
can take a look back at the long history of
Prez Sez writings. All three of them, 1st, 2nd
and 3rd editions. What is most noticeable in
these writings is my overly optimistic
proclamations about our coming out of the
Covid-19 pandemic and returning to normalcy.
Ha! This is a teaching moment for me
members. I must take care with
proclamations, with car bragging, and
premature alternative facts.
I do feel the obligation to bring closure to a
car bragging item. The intended trip to the
Goodwood Revival that I mentioned in June
did not come to pass. Thus, I cannot report on
the state of goings on in Malvern. The
Goodwood festival itself was held, and at that
time, the English border was open for
Americans to travel. But the paying customers
of Steve Austin’s Goodwood tour did a very
democratic thing and without any organization.
They voted it down. The whole trip. They and I,
independently, simply said we will not be flying
to London and joining the throng of tourists at
the revival! Therefore, my ticket is now
rebooked for the September 2022 event. It will

be then that I hope to tour the Morgan factory
and subsequently relate my findings to you on
this very page about one year from now!
The pandemic changed all of us, I believe.
But Morganeers managed to introduce some
needed comraderie into our 2021 lives. Not
only by virtual social meetings. Recall the luck
that we did have for in person Morgan events
this year. Not enough thanks can be given to
Richard and Maureen Routt for hosting a midpandemic, restorative, in-person, social
connection (in May) and the post ABFM lawn
meet at their wonderful home. Thank you,
Richard and Maureen.
We so anxiously waited for and so
appreciated the 25th Punchbowl. I thank the
many organizers of this ‘sacred’ ritual, and
genuflections go to Heinz for keeping us
believing. Months later, of course, we gathered
at PIR for the ABFM which was a huge
success in bringing 17 cars onto the field
followed by the Routt after-meet party as
recounted by Claire Hauge in this issue.
Then in September, the monthly in person
Morgan social restarted at the well appreciated
Rouge Brewery Eastside pub. Let us be
thankful for these joys and memories.
Recall my tyranny tale in the last issue? To
my mind, filling in the blank page must include
something said about Morgans. A story or
news or a memory. For this ‘holiday’ issue of
the Mogazine I will have no help to write the
column from the Mr S of the previous issue. I
ask myself, what’s the closest Morgan to me
right now? It’s my roadster! Ok I have a topic.
Members, given the shallow depth of my
Morgan life experience, you will probably be
hearing more about me and my roadster on

this page in future issues. Apologies in
advance.
’Tis the season of joy and what gives more
joy than a dry garage. Pity your President who
has more cars than garage space. It is not the
Morgan that’s wet and covered by leaves but
his daily driver. To remedy this problem, I
rented a nice dry garage space close to home.
The idea being to locate two cars into this
exceptionally long rental garage. I carefully
determined the length of my Jaguar XK150
and of the Roadster using specifications from
internet sites and determined that they both
would just fit. I then rented the garage. The
XK150 went in first, touching its front license
plate on the garage back wall. Then I moved
the roadster in behind touching bumper to
bumper. Jumping Jehoshaphat, the garage
door could not be shut! I need 2-3 inches
more. I need to remove the bumper overrides
on the roadster and the XK150 license plate
bracket, and maybe more.
However, I got a second bundle of joy just
in time, when MOGNW member Dick Tilden
offered a space in his garage. As many of you
know, a car housed in Dick’s garage is a car in
very good company. I have, therefore, set my
tools down. End of story.
Friends, Happy Holiday season to you all.
May you also receive many gifts that bring Joy.
And as my mother said (probably yours too),

remember that giving is better than
receiving. There are many in need of what
we have the power to give. I’ll see you at the
club holiday party.

Cheers,

Fred

m e m b e r s h i p . Get acquainted with these
The Morgan Motor Company has partnered
long standing Morganeers.
with the University of Wolverhampton’s School
Almost exactly one year ago, Morgan of Engineering and the University’s racing team
announced that it was ending the era of its V- to produce two racing variants of the Morgan
twin 3-Wheeler with the production of 33 vintage Plus Four. The intent is that this collaboration
racing-styled editions. In August of this year, the will shape development of current and future
company produced a send-off video showing models. Read the brief “Just British” description
the last of these P/101 Special Editions being of this program reprinted in the following pages.

built. It’s short and fun to watch. Just last
month, Morgan announced that when the last P/
101 comes off the line, the next 3 Wheeler with
3-cylinder power will be coming out. You can
read more about this topsy-turvy story in four
The PDX ABFM and the after-meet party at
concatenated articles (3 out of R&T and 1 out of
Richard and Maureen Routt’s were splendid
Just British) reprinted in this issue.
affairs — beautiful weather, beautiful cars,
Tom Styczynski has given us his take on how
beautiful fellowship. Claire Hauge relates all in
to
adapt
the high-end photo technology of the
her Southern Exposure column.
smart phone into our archaic world of Morgan
In this issue, we welcome Ray & Karen Skoff maintenance. He makes his case well. Read
b a c k i n t o t h e f o l d o f M O G N W article in the Shop Talk column.

FROM THE EDITOR’S
DESK

…
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A year ago, Hagerty published an article on 9
of the world’s greatest engine designers, which
I’ve reprinted in these pages. These heroes of
the automotive world are largely unknown to
most of us car people. I read the stories with
great interest. I hope you’ll enjoy them as well.

As always,

drive with the greasy side down!

DOUG BAROFSKY, EDITOR
September – October 2021

UPCOMING MOGNW EVENTS – DETAILS ALSO AT MOGNW.ORG

Date

Event

Time & Location

Contact

12 Dec

2021 Q4 Board Meeting

4:45 - 5:45 PM at Colewood Golf Club
7313 NE Columbia Blvd, Portland, OR

12 Dec

Southern Pod Holiday Party

6:00 - 9:00 PM at Colewood Golf Club
7313 NE Columbia Blvd, Portland, OR

11-13 Feb

Seventh Annual Winter
Retreat

Inn at Harbor Village
Ilwaco, WA

Caiti Waterman:
secretary@mognw.org
Heinz Stromquist:
southernpod@mognw.org
Bob or Claire Hauge:
(360) 636-6015
rwhauge@comcast.net

RECURRING EVENTS
2nd Tuesday

Southern Social Meeting

detailsTBA

Heinz Stromquist:
southernpod@mognw.org

2nd Saturday

Classics & Coffee

9:00 AM at Commonwealth Classics Ltd.
1613 East 4th Street, Vancouver, WA

Donna McNabb: (360) 694-7464

3rd Saturday

Midlands Social Meeting

detailsTBA

Sean Amos:
midlandspod@mognw.org

Seventh Annual Winter Retreat
at
Join us for a weekend with Morgan Owners Group Northwest friends at the historic Inn at Harbor

Join us for a weekend with Morgan
Owners
Group
friends
at the
Inn at Harbor Village in Ilwaco!
Village in
Ilwaco! February
11 – 13,Northwest
2022. Make reservations
for February
11 andhistoric
12.
February 11–13, 2022. Make reservations for February 11 and 12.
The Inn at Harbour Village is an historic chapel turned bed and breakfast that offers guests a

unique experience:
The Inn at Harbour Village is an
historic chapel turned bed and breakfast that offers guests a unique experience:
• An elegant parlor, perfect for relaxing with a cup of tea or glass of wine while enjoying a
• An elegant parlor, perfect for
goodrelaxing
book or your MOG
Northwest
with
a cupfriends.
of tea or glass of wine while enjoying a good book or your MOG
• Ten cozy and unique guest rooms, each with its own private bathroom.
Northwest friends.
• A serene woodland setting.
• An easy stroll
to the
Port ofits
Ilwaco’s
unique
shops, galleries
and world class restaurants.
• Ten cozy and unique guest rooms,
each
with
own
private
bathroom.
• A serene woodland setting.
Our weekend will begin Friday afternoon,
February 11. Check in any time after 2pm and enjoy
• An easy stroll to the Port of Ilwaco’s unique shops, galleries
and world class restaurants.
the history of the 1923 Inn. Shared aperitifs will
be at 4:30pm in the front parlor followed by dinner

Our weekend will beginatFriday
afternoon,
February
11. Check in any time after 2pm
6:00pm at the
42 Street Café
in Seaview. Their
name is misleading! Our group has enjoyed fine
and enjoy the history of
the
1923
Inn.
Shared
aperitifs
will be at 4:30pm in the
dining there several times.
front parlor followed by
dinner
at
6:00pm
at
the
42nd
Street
Café in Seaview.
Saturday will begin with an enhanced continental
buffetOur
breakfast
servedhas
at 9amenjoyed
and then the rest
Their name is misleading!
group
fine dining there several times.
nd

of the day is yours to enjoy at antique shops, museums, light houses, beachcombing or shopping in
Ilwaco and Long Beach. Shared aperitifs again around 4:30pm in the front parlor followed by
dinner at The Lost Roo in Long Beach. They offer casual dining with a large menu. The evening will
conclude with digestifs in the main parlor.
Sunday morning, we will enjoy another breakfast at the Inn and then depart for home.
Covid policies are changeable, but we will endeavor to inform everyone of dining revisions.
Morgan Club Room Rates: Parlor rooms $139, Superior Queen $149, Bay View $159, King $169.

Saturday will begin with an enhanced continental buffet breakfast served at 9am
and then the rest of the day is yours to enjoy at antique shops, museums, light
houses, beachcombing or shopping in Ilwaco and Long Beach. Shared aperitifs again
around 4:30pm in the front parlor followed by dinner at The Lost Roo in Long
Beach. They offer casual dining with a large menu. The evening will conclude with digestifs in the main parlor.
Owners and innkeepers, Kevin and Leanna Moos, will be taking your reservations on an individual,

first come first
served basis. They
onlyInn
10 rooms
so call
now todepart
secure your for
accommodations!
Sunday morning, we will enjoy another
breakfast
athave
the
and
then
home. Covid policies are changeable,
Although they have blocked all the rooms for us, two weeks prior to our event, any unreserved
but we will endeavor to inform rooms
everyone
of dining
revisions.
Morgan
Club
Room
will be released.
Their phone
number is 360.642-0087
and be
sure to
mention Rates:
you are with Parlor rooms $139, Superior
the Morgan
car club.
Queen $149, Bay View $159, King
$169.
Here is a link to the Inn's website: http://innatharbourvillage.com/

Owners and innkeepers, Kevin and Leanna Moos, will be taking your reservations on an individual, first come first
Please let us know when you have secured your room so we have an accurate count for dinner
served basis. They have only 10reservations.
rooms so
callBobnow
toHauge,
secure
yourrwhauge@comcast.net
accommodations! Although they have blocked all the
Contact
& Claire
360.636.6015,
rooms for us, two weeks prior to our event, any unreserved rooms will be released. Their phone number is (360)
642-0087 and be sure to mention you are with the Morgan car club. Here is a link to the Inn's website: http://
innatharbourvillage.com/.
Please let us know when you have secured your room so we have an accurate count for dinner reservations. Contact
Bob & Claire Hauge: call (360) 636-6015 or email rwhauge@comcast.net.
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CHRISTMAS PARTY 2021
When
Where

Sunday, December 12th. Vespers from 6:00 to 7:00; Dinner from 7:00 to 9:00
Colwood Golf Center, 7313 NE Columbia Blvd, Portland, OR 97218,
503-254-5515. Colwood is located one mile west of I-205 and slightly south
of the airport. There is a circular driveway for drop-off and limited parking at
the front door, and a full parking lot slightly east of the main entrance
Vespers Appetizers (Antipasto Board, Fresh Fruit) plus no-host, full-service bar with
good draft beer selection. It will remain open throughout dinner
Dinner Two entrees served buffet style (smoked beef brisket and grilled lemon herb
chicken) with mashed potatoes, vegetable medley, sliced fruit, and Caesar's
salad, rolls, coffee and dessert (Cookies, Brownies, Dessert Bars and
Pastries). All non-dairy items will be labeled.
Price
$35 per person. Please make checks payable to Morgan Owners Group
Northwest and mail to Heinz Stromquist, 1730 S. Harbor Way, Unit 301,
Portland, OR 97201
Recommended accommodations (very close to Colwood) for out-of-town guests
a. Holiday Inn Portland-Airport (I-205), 8439 NE Columbia Blvd, Portland, OR 97220,
503-256-500
b. Radisson Hotel Portland Airport, 6233 NE 78th Ct, Portland, OR 97218,
503-251-200
SPECIAL REQUESTS
1. Very Important: Please email your RSVP in advance so Heinz can get a head
count.
2. Decorating volunteers needed — linens and napkins are furnished so we only
need to provide center pieces. Please call or email Heinz
3. Colwood belongs to Portland Parks and Recreation, which means that all
regulations regarding Covid 19 precautions apply — masks must be worn when
not eating or drinking, e.g. on arrival, trips to the bar, etc
Heinz Stromquist
Southern Pod Rep
heinz57al@gmail.com
503-793-9768
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Southern Exposure
(Notes from the Southern Pod)
By Claire J. Hauge

44TH ANNUAL ALL BRITISH FIELD MEET – PORTLAND, O
Celebrating 90 Years of MG - September 3 – 5, 2021
The Portland All British Field Meet came roaring back to life after a
one-year hiatus due to COVID-19. Hard to believe that a social event
which started in 1976 in Blue Lake Park has drawn upwards of 800
cars in recent years and, according to organizers, “is the largest of all
British car shows in the United States”. This year lived up to that
reputation. Not only was the vehicle turn-out impressive, ranging from
Austin Healey to Triumph and all British Marques in-between, but there
was a myriad of activities throughout the day for everyone to enjoy!
The three-day event featured traditional activities such as the Friday
night reception and Saturday banquet, SOVREN Vintage Racing, an
arts & crafts contest, music all day in the Town Square, slot car racing, guided walking tours, a
scavenger hunt, Land Rover adventure rides, giant slalom, swap meet, tech sessions and, of
course, the car show with People’s Choice Voting.

Early estimates are that over 700 cars
registered this year, including a great
showing by MOGNW members of 17
Morgans: six 4/4’s, seven Plus 4’s and four
Plus 8’s. New member, Alan Resnik, drove
his 1982 4/4 which he recently purchased
from Dave Wellington. It was a treat to see
the car back on the road again. Over the
course of the last few months, Alan
exhibited the true British “Press-on-Regardless” spirit as he worked with Dave Wellington
and Bill Mote to make the car road-worthy again. It’s a great story that deserves a
separate article in a future newsletter! John Woodward had his 1962 4/4 on the
racetrack, Michael Atwood brought out a Lotus Elan and Jaguar XKE Coupe and David
Hammond also showed a Jaguar. (My apologies if I missed anyone.)
7
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The weather this year was unseasonably
hot with temperatures approaching 90° on
the field.
Happily, shady spots were
abundant and the periodic cool breeze off
the nearby Columbia River saved the day.

There was a lot of spectator interest in
the Morgans and several even expressed
interest in joining the club. Thanks to all
the club “ambassadors” for enthusiastically
sharing your knowledge and love of these
cars!

Following the field meet, we motored to
Richard & Maureen Routt’s beautiful home
in Warren for the after-field-meet party.
The venue is spectacular, the food was
fantastic and conversation non-stop.
I
think I can speak for everyone when I say
it was wonderful to see everybody again.
The gathering reminded us of more normal
times with a promise that we can, and we
will, persevere. Thank you Routts for once
again sharing your beautiful home with us!
NW-Mogazine Volume 41, Number 4
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Event Participants:
Keith Baldwin, Doug & Lilo Barofsky, Fred
Bowman, David Crandall, Davy & Tricia
Crockett, Mike & Fran Grace, David
Hammond, Bob & Claire Hauge, Jeff &
Jessie King, Mark McClinton, Garth
Morgan, Roscoe & Debra Nelson (with
Andre & family), Fred & Bonnie Nuttall,
Alan & LaVonne Resnik, Paul & Stephi
Rollins, Richard & Maureen Routt, Dwight
Smith & sister Meredith, Bob & Barbara
Stinson, Caiti Waterman & Michael
Atwood, John & Cheryl Woodward.

More photos on the website (http://mognw.org).
Check out the Photo Gallery!
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People’s Choice Awards
Class: MO-37: 3-Wheel & 4/4
Place

Car

Owner

1st

1966 4/4

2nd

1965 4/4

Je & Jessie King

3rd

1961 4/4

Bob & Claire Hauge

Davy & Tricia Crocke

Class: MO-38: Plus 4
Place

Car

Owner

1st

1951 Plus 4

Mark & Wanda McClinton

2nd

1959 Plus 4

Mike & Fran Grace

3rd

1953 Plus 4

Dwight Smith

Class: MO-39: Plus 8
Place

Car

Owner

1st

2005 Plus 8

Fred & Bonnie Nu all

2nd

1971 Plus 8

David Crandall

3rd

2005 Plus 8

Bob & Barbara S nson

We Were All Winners!

t
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2017 Morgan Three
Wheeler Willow Green,
Honey Tan Leather
// 6,700 miles
2013 Morgan Three
Wheeler SuperDry
Edition Matte silver,
Leather and graphics
package // 2,700 miles
2012 Morgan Three
Wheeler Black, Red
Leather // 7,200 miles
2012 Morgan Three
Wheeler Pearlescent
White Metallic, Romeo Red
Leather // 1,345 miles
1934 Morgan MX4 Super
Matchless water-cooled engine,
modified with foot pedal gas
feed, dash mounted choke and
spark advance // Best of Class in
Huntington BeaCH ConCours 2019
1933 Morgan MX4 Super Sport
Silver, Matchless water-cooled
engine // ground up restoration
1930 Morgan Aero Van MX4 Vee
twin engine, Pozzi Blue, Scarlet
red leather // fully restored

1995 Morgan Plus 8 Plus
LS1 Corvette V8 powered, 6
speed // ultra rare Bill fink/
isis imports ConCepts and Builds

Roadsters

1984 Morgan Plus 8 Isis
Turbo conversion Special
Corsa Red/Cinnamon leather
// propane-powered

NEW 2022 Morgan Plus Six the
new era of performance and
refinement // order your example

1963 Morgan Plus 4 SuperSport,
Dark Blue, Black leather, Black 72
spoke wire wheels // Best original

2019 Morgan Plus 4 BMW
Silver Glacier body, Morgan
Sport Black wings, Scarlet with
Royal Blue XT Leather trim,
range of ‘110 edition’ options
NEW

700 miles 2019 Morgan 3.7 V6
Roadster Champagne Metallic,
Sky Blue Yarwood leather // mint!

2003 Morgan Plus 8 Royal
Ivory, Mulberry Leather //
anniversary edition - 18k miles!
2003 Morgan Plus 8 Ivory
exterior, Black Yarwood Leather //
anniversary edition - 10.8k miles!

raCing reCord in european History
otHer tHan tok258; similarly
unBeataBle in BotH east and west
Coast vintage raCe venues!

1963 Morgan Plus 4 SuperSport,
British Racing Green, Black leather
// Huge priCe reduCtionopportunity of a lifetime!!

NW-Mogazine Volume 41, Number 4

NEW 2021
Allard J2X
MkIII Coming
soon!

1965 Sunbeam Tiger Mk1A
Race Rally Prepped!
1962 FIAT O.S.C.A. 1500s
Cabriolet by Pininfarina.
Perfection!
1959 Austin-Healey Bugeye
Sprite Larger 1,100cc engine!
1950 Jaguar MK V DropHead
Coupe LHD, Freshly rebuilt

1949 Morgan Four/
Four series 1 Tan body
with chocolate wings,
Chocolate leather //
Huge priCe reduCtionwHat an opportunity!

(310) 998-3311

2002 Morgan Plus 8 British
Racing Green, Tan leather
// Beautiful example!

WWW.MORGANWEST.NET

O THER
MARQUES

dennis@morganwest.net
DENNIS GLAVIS, MANAGING DIRECTOR | 3003 PICO BOULEVARD, SANTA MONICA, CA 90405
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The
Welcome
Mat

Return Members Ray & Karen Skoff
Editor’s Note. Early in September, I was surprised (given how late in the year it is) to receive yet another application form
and check $30 from persons unknown to me. A week or so later, I prevailed on Ray and Karen Skoff to share a little about
themselves. Ray replied almost immediately with the following delightful story:
From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Raymond Skoff raymond.p.skoff@gmail.com
Re: MOGNW Membership
3October2021 at 12:14 PM
DandL Barofskydbarofsky@me.com

I always drooled over British cars, but the first chance I had to actually buy one was in 1974
when I was going through flight officer training in Pensacola. I drooled over the more
expensive ones like the MGB and Lotus Elan, but I ended up with a new, steel-bumpered
MG Midget. That poor car didn’t stand a chance with me, and I found out the hard way that I
shouldn’t drive it in the surf at Corpus Christi. But that’s another story. When I was going
through final training at Moffett Field, California, my car nut friend and I would spend our
weekends walking around Car Row in San Francisco. One day we were walking down the
street and ran across a nondescript building that looked like it had some old cars on the
second floor. Going upstairs, we found ourselves immersed in about 10 old sports cars that
looked identical to each other but totally unique and out of place from the norm. As it turned
out, I had accidentally run into Bill Fink’s Isis Imports, and it changed my perspective of the
most hard core British car you could possibly have. Since that time, I’ve had a number of
MG’s, Triumph’s, Healey’s, and an affair with an Alfa, but I never took the leap to Morgan
until about 15 years ago when I bought a running basket-case 4/4 in Victoria. That Morgan
(B1640) was an adventure right from the start. Seeing as it had no hood, the ride home in a
hard rain was most interesting. I realized more water was coming up from the bottom than
was coming from the sky. My three daughters learned to drive a stick shift on that car, and
how many people can say that! The car was wonderful but it was riveted together, and after
I lost my brakes and almost took out a 90 year-old lady just trying to get her mail, I knew I
either had to get rid of the car or restore it. (I can still clearly see her face as I passed by her
and she had to look down to see me.) Happy day for my poor wife Karen, relieved that my
insanity was coming to an end and she could use the garage again. This year following the
death of my father and my hitting 70, she sacrificially and graciously gave her blessings to
another Morgan. I had been following the MOGNW ads for years and was aware that Ray
Nicholson’s 4/4 was available. It’s now in my garage, and I’m quite happy with my new car.
It starts, stops, the brake lights work, and it’s obvious Ray put a lot of effort into keeping the
car in great shape. I am warming up to working on the car by restoring a cuckoo clock. I
have forgotten how much attention this car receives whenever I leave the driveway, I can’t
believe how comfortable it is, and most importantly, I found the suspension lubrication
button! I’m happy to be part of MOGNW again, and look forward to years of enjoying my
Morgan. Ray Skoff - Mirrormont
NW-Mogazine Volume 41, Number 4
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The Skoffs, some close friends, and the 4/4. In Ray’s words: “I’m the old fart in
the blue sweatshirt and Karen is in the green hoodie to my right.”
Welcome back to MOGNW Ray and Karen!

NW-Mogazine Volume 41, Number 4
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Our illustrated parts catalog
available free online

For Everything Morgan
• Factory Authorized Dealer
• Largest inventory of Morgan parts and
accessories outside the UK
• Service, repairs and upgrades
• Award-winning restorations
• Complete mechanical rebuilding
• Specialists in cars 1950 to current
• Buy, sell or trade a Morgan
• The best technical service anywhere
• Visit our comprehensive website
• Family-owned and operated
• Worldwide shipping
• Exclusive on-line parts catalog

Gemmer style steering
column now available

morgan-spares.com • morganspares@fairpoint.net • Parts (888) 345-6647 • Tech (518) 329-3877

NW-Mogazine Volume 41, Number 4
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Morgan Is Sending Off Production of th
3-Wheeler With This Rad Special Editio
Morgan's wacky three-wheeled runabout is nally retiring
By Brian Silvestro Nov 19, 2020

The Morgan 3-Wheeler is still one of the craziest vehicles you can
buy for the road today. With a V-twin engine up front sending power
through a Miata ve-speed manual to a single wheel out back, it's
not the most
powerful thing on
the road, but it's
able to generate
endless smiles.
Morgan
is
beginning to wind
down production of
the current 3Wheeler, and it's
sending off the
trike with this cool
special edition
Dubbed the P101, this special edition Morgan will mark the end of
3-Wheeler production in 2021, before a new three-wheeled model
takes its place in the near future. There are a number of bespoke
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passenger seat, a set of ultra-cool
"aero-disc" wheels, and a pair of
low-mounted Hella headlamps,
positioned to reduce turbulence
around the suspension wishbones.
There are also ceramic-coated
exhaust pipes, additional louvers,
exposed rivets, and a host of other
neat touches
Customers will be able to choose
between four different graphics
packs, including a belly tankstyled design, a motorsportinspired look, and a "Dazzleship"
black and white art pack, shown
in this article’s press images. Just
33 examples will be built, and a
"limited number" will be shipped
to the U.S., according to
Autoblog
The current 3-Wheeler has been
one of Morgan's most successful
cars. Since its introduction in
2011, it's sold more than 2500
units—a whole lot for tiny, niche
brand.

What we're most
excited for is what
Morgan has
planned to replace
t h e 3 - W h e e l e r.
The company
hasn't released any
details yet, so
we'll have to wait
a bit longer to nd
out.
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Watch One of the Last Morga
3 Wheelers Being Buil
Morgan has announced the end of 3 Wheeler production with a surprisingly
sentimental video of a farewell edition being assembled
By Lucas Bell Aug 27, 202

When the Morgan 3 Wheeler arrived on the scene back in 2011, it immediately became a modern cult classic.
The vintage-style cyclecar is unlike just about anything else on the road, and harks back to Morgan's earliest
days. But as the 2021 model year comes to a close, the 3 Wheeler as we know it is at the end of its line. To
honor the occasion, Morgan has released an emotional video highlighting the nal production run of 3
Wheelers
H.F.S. Morgan's automotive business started with a vehicle quite different from what Henry Ford or Louis
Chevrolet were making at the time. His machine had two wheels at the front and one at the rear, the latter
powered by a Peugeot two-cylinder engine. That early design would evolve through the years, even capturing
some racing success in the pre-WWII era. In fact, the Morgan Motor Company wouldn't produce a fourwheeler until the 4/4 debuted in 1936. After the war, Morgan ceased building trikes until 2011, when the
modern 3 Wheeler debuted as a quirky novelty, praised for its plucky retro style if not the raw performance it
offered
The send-off video features the Morgan 3 Wheeler P/101 Special Edition (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=FAFEJmF1-zk), an end-of-run special with a ton of unique touches. Only 33 examples are slated to be built,
featuring vintage racing-styled touches like special black-and-white graphics, a y screen, additional louvers,
a unique straight-cut exhaust, and special P/101 badging. The farewell special is also offered in one of four
"art packs" that celebrate the spirit of Morgan products.
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The trike has been a surprising success for the company (given how unconventional it is), with more than
2500 units sold over the last decade. Sales aren't the problem here by any means. Morgan is clear that the 3
Wheeler is leaving production because the S&S V-twin engine can no longer meet emissions requirements.
The automaker assures us the 3 Wheeler will return at some point, though we don't yet know what that will
look like. Morgan already released an electric variant of the 3 Wheeler known as the EV3, but that vehicle left
the market in 2018.
Regardless, a world without the Morgan 3 Wheeler is a slightly dimmer place. We hope Morgan can nd a
way to bring it back soon

Morgan Is Already Making Another 3 Wheele
Just as it had announced when the last car ended production, the next 3 Wheeler is
already well into development with 3-cylinder power
By Fred Smith Sep 1, 2021
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Morgan's brilliant 3 Wheeler revival ended a strong 11-year run with a special edition earlier this year, but the
three wheel concept does not end with that generation of car. Today, Morgan revealed the rst look at what
comes next for the 3 Wheeler line: An internal combustion engine from Ford with a tting three cylinders
The new 3 Wheeler continuing as an internal combustion car is a bit of an upset. Back in 2016, Morgan
unveiled an electric 3 Wheeler that looked like the way forward for the line for the near future. That car was
postponed in 2018, but the current car's discontinuation after its V-twin engine fell out of emissions
compliance seemed to create the perfect opportunity for an electric revival
Instead, Morgan is pressing forward with three-cylinder power on at least the core next generation 3 Wheeler.
It will not just be the last car with an extra cylinder, either; Morgan says it will feature "an all new-design,
adventurous character, and signi cant engineering enhancements" in an effort to modernize what was already
a modernized take on a pre-war car. Ultimately, Morgan plans for this generation of 3 Wheeler to build on the
last car's surprising legacy as the perfect car for adventure travel and grand touring
While the new 3 Wheeler is camou aged in this rst photo, only a shell over the area where the previous
generation's V-twin engine was on proud display actually obfuscates any of the design features. All indications
are that the next 3 Wheeler will again be an incredibly light roadster with no more wheels than it needs, so it
should be another instant cult classic

New 3-Wheeled Morgan Con rme
Staff September 1, 2021
The Morgan Motor Company has con rmed it is working on an all-new 3-wheeled vehicle to replace the
outgoing Morgan 3 Wheeler. An early glimpse of the model shows a heavily disguised engineering prototype
undergoing durability testing

New 3-wheeled Morgan in testing
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Having previously stated “The Morgan 3 Wheeler will return”, this announcement of a new model of cially
marks the beginning of the next chapter in the story of Morgan’s 3-wheeled vehicles
Whilst a name is not con rmed for the new 3-wheeled model, it will be de ned by an all-new design,
adventurous character, and signi cant engineering advancements. In particular, the vehicle will take
inspiration from the many owners of the outgoing model that have embraced adventure travel and touring, and
whose incredible journeys have reached all corners of
the globe
Whilst many details on the new model are yet to be
announced, the use of an internal combustion engine
can be con rmed. Speci cally, a naturally aspirated
inline three-cylinder Ford engine, which continues
the company’s long-standing use of Ford
powerplants. Its testing and durability program
marks the most extensive validation of any Morgan
ever developed

Orders for the previous Morgan 3 Wheeler – which
started production in 2011 – closed at the beginning
of 2021, with the production of these vehicles taking
place throughout the year. This includes the nal 33
P101 cars, which saw a number of cosmetic
enhancements to celebrate the end of the model’s
highly successful ten-year production run
Morgan’s three-wheelers date back to the founding
of the company in 1909, when its founder, HFS
Morgan, built a three-wheeled vehicle to transport him around the Malvern Hills. It immediately proved
popular and spawned many variants over the coming decades. In fact, it wasn’t until nearly thirty years into
the rm’s history that it would start producing four-wheeled cars
We are thrilled to con rm plans for an all-new three-wheeled Morgan, a model that continues an incredible
story dating back to 1909. The outgoing 3 Wheeler was adored by customers and enthusiasts alike, and will
inspire this next generation. The upcoming model is an all-new ground-up design and the rst whole vehicle
programme to be completed under the stewardship of Investindustrial. Morgan’s team of engineers and
designers have considered everything that the company has learnt from the decade of building and selling the
previous model. We look forward to sharing more about this exciting new vehicle in due course
Steve Morris – Chairman and CEO of Morgan Motor Company
Note: Press release courtesy of Morgan Motor Company
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Rare 1956 Plus 4 Bustle Back For Sale — Assembly Required
Asking Price $22,000
New factory body, new chassis, new front suspension, new wiring harness,
and lots of other stuff all fresh out of the factory crate

All the parts shown above can be better viewed at the following You Tube site:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tW4zFG6G80k
The car is currently located in Silverton, OR (just south of Portland). As an added bonus, the car sale
would include several Morgan books and many years (1960’s, 70’s, 80’s, 90’s) of the Format
(newsletter of the Morgan Plus Four Club of Southern California) and the NW Mogazine (newsletter of
MOGNW).

Contact : Ed Barraclough (edb503@gmail.com)
Seller’s special request — If the buyer were amenable, it would give Ed, who is 82, great pleasure to
sit in his old Plus 4 one more time after it is restored.
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THE BEST TOOL – A 21st CENTURY UPDATE
by Tom Styczynski
October 2021
If you have any interest in automobiles you have accumulated tools. Everything from
wrenches to drills/grinders to micrometers are lurking in our garages. I confess to having a
Craftsman 9-drawer tool chest on top of a 5-drawer base filled with ratchets/extensions,
sockets/wrenches (SAE/Metric/Withworth) and an assortment of hammers/clamps/saws/
etcetera. Under the work bench is another 5 drawers filled with power tools and their
attachments, specialty auto tools, and measuring instruments. On the storage shelves is a 3
drawer/portable tool box containing duplicate tools ready for race track support and
emergency road repairs. You can never have enough tools.
With my grand assortment of tools readily falling to hand, I wondered which I would
consider to be the most important. Nostalgia points to an old Craftsman ½ × 9⁄16 box wrench,
a gift from my father, or the very handy ratcheting box wrenches. Working on my 1969
Morgan +8, I found a new, necessary shop tool — the Cell Phone Camera. Obviously, this will
require an explanation.
I was spoiled by the BMC factory manuals and parts books with fantastic pictures, detailed
instructions and large formats. Morgan offers none of these basic amenities. I do have an
Autopress Limited for the 4/4 1935–1968; 4/4/1968-1969 1600; +4 1950–1966. Obviously, no
help for my +8. I also have an Autopress Limited manual for the Rover 3500 with an excellent
chapter on the Rover 3500 V8 and the carburation.
The factory issued Morgan +8 1968–1977 Owner Handbook provides some details but is
incomplete. For example, there is no mention of the manual choke on the early cars or the
operation of the Automatic Enrichment Device (AED) on later carbureted cars.
I should note I also have a grease stained, tattered shop manual for +4 and 4/4 Series I and
II sent by a friend as a reminder of our youthful race car days in Chicago crewing for a Sprite
and a Morgan 4/4. The manual has no identified publisher, and text is in typewriter PICA 10
pitch. (Author’s note: this earlier experience with the Morgan 4/4 could be another article for
the newsletter.)
We have all endured the jibes noting the two most important tools for a British car are
jumper cables and a cell phone. I propose that the cell phone camera be added to the Best
Tool list. It offers an opportunity for pre-disassembly documentation. It is also handy in
documenting areas that are inaccessible to our body and heads. I offer the following two
case histories in support of my proposal:

NW-Mogazine Volume 41, Number 4
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I removed the paint and sent the photos to my computer. Enlarging the pictures and
working the contrast options revealed inscribed part numbers. Revelation, the Lucas 6RA is a
family of relays with different internal wiring requiring unique part numbers. Actual part
numbers will reduce time spent on future replacement searches.

My +8 is a 1969. The
solution to an
environmental
regulation was to route
the noxious fumes into
the combustion
chamber to be oxidized
(burned). The result is a
web of hoses running in
various directions.
Before shipping the
carburetors to Joe Curto
for a rebuild, I
documented every fuel
line and linkage, the
multitude of hoses
redirecting the
incompletely burned
fumes, and the carbs,
thereby creating a
photographic shop
manual.
I am so impressed with
this new Best Tool that I
keep an old, but usable,
lap top in the garage for
quick access to the
accumulating photos.
This enables me to
readily reference and
enlarge a photo for
more detail.
I realize that some of
us, myself included, are
in our advanced years
and, consequently, are
easily reduced to cursing modern smart technology that is confusing. In such cases, the
solution is simple — ask any Millennial or his/her younger siblings for help. The latter are
easy to find. Look for a young person with a cell phone permanently attached to his/her hand
preparing for quick action with thumbs mutated to a size for typing on the tiny phone
keyboard. An alternative is to take numerous electronic photos and immediately check the
picture content. This is the 21st Century so we no long have to pay for film nor wait for
developing.
It is time to embrace a new technology. It really works.

NW-Mogazine Volume 41, Number 4
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Morgan Plus Four Race Cars Hit the Track
Staff July 13, 2021
The Morgan Motor Company, the University of Wolverhampton’s School of Engineering, and the University’s
racing team (UWR) continue their long-standing technical partnership with the creation of a motorsportfocused variant of the Morgan Plus Four. In line with Morgan’s program of continuous product development –
which recently saw the release of the Model Year ’22 package of updates for the Plus Four and Plus Six
models – the project aims to collect data and feedback from the extreme conditions of a race environment,
which will directly shape the research and development of current and future models
It marks the
rst
competition use of a
Morgan based on the
bonded-aluminum CXGeneration platform and
sets out to validate the
Plus
Four ’s
performance and
durability credentials.
This encompasses the
aforementioned
platform – which
weighs just 97kg yet
offers twice the
structural rigidity of Morgan’s previous aluminum platform – as well as the model’s bespoke double-wishbone
suspension and BMW-sourced powertrain
The two cars, which have been designed to compete in a host of club-level sprint and endurance
championships, such as the Morgan Challenge, will race in the remainder of the 2021 season and beyond.
Having completed the racing modi cations to both cars, the UWR team will provide trackside and workshop
engineering support to the cars and drivers, honing students’ vital skills and preparing them for a career in
motorsport or automotive engineering
In 1962, Morgan won its
class at the 24 Hours of Le
Mans, and, just as
impressively, the car was
driven back to Morgan’s
home in Malvern,
Worcestershire, after the
race. Following in this “club
sport” ethos, the motorsport
variant of the Morgan Plus
Four remains fully road
legal, able to be driven to
and from the circuit if
26
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Note: Press release courtesy of Morgan Motor Company
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desired. Fitted with both
manual and automatic
transmissions, the
vehicles demonstrate the
versatility of the Plus
Four and its breadth of
capability. They will
primarily be driven by
professional racing
drivers, to ensure
consistency as part of the
development program,
but drives will also be
available to guests for selected events.
We are delighted to announce the launch of the motorsport variant of the Morgan Plus Four, which
continues our long tradition of motorsport. A century ago, Morgan’s three wheelers became famous for
their exploits in trials, hill climbing and endurance racing, and this competitive spirit is alive and well here
at our Pickersleigh Road factory to this day. The programme brings tangible bene t in terms of ongoing
product development, and we are delighted to continue our partnership with the University of
Wolverhampton to inspire the next generation of automotive talent
Steve Morris – Chairman and CEO of Morgan Motor Company
The project forms an
important part of
Morgan’s CSR (corporate
social responsibility)
program. Morgan and the
University
of
Wolverhampton have
worked in partnership for
ve years, supporting
education and training
with direct recruitment
opportunities for
graduates. Previous
students of the university
working on the Morgan race team have gone on to secure full-time roles with the company. Further plans, in
collaboration with Morgan’s nominated charity partner, Mission Motorsport, will be announced in due
course
The partnership between the University of Wolverhampton’s racing team and the Morgan Motor Company
provides an incredible opportunity for our students to work with such an iconic car manufacturer.
Converting these two stunning cars for racing, and then supporting the cars and drivers at racing circuits
around the country will give the UWR students unique experience of the motorsport industry, as well as
helping their drivers to win some races.
Professor David Proverbs – Dean of Faculty of Science and Engineerin

For Sale — 1967 Morgan Plus 4, 4-Seater, $29,950
‘Head turning’ right hand driver with 54,900
miles in very good condition. Top, side curtains,
tonneau cover, roll bar, original instruction book
and service records. Long time owner passed
away and spouse needs to sell. Car located in the
Portland area. Additional photos and short video
available.

Side note: car purchased in 1991 from Jay
Brandon, credited as the prime founder of
MOGNW in 1975

Contact Ron Murphy (cousin)
206 714-457
Rmurphy367@aol.com
28
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9 of the world’s greatest engine designers
Not all engine designers get the credit they deserve, but occasionally
their names carry as much weight as the storied badges on the trunk lid
or hood. In no particular order, here’s Hagerty’s pick of legends behind
some of the greatest engines of all time.
by Ben Barry
20 October 2020

Tadek Marek
Aston Martin is as English
as leather on willow and
irresponsible drinking, so
it’s fitting that its first
straight-six was designed by
W.O. Bentley (yes, that
Bentley).
However, the
engines that followed were
designed by Pole Tadeusz
“Tadek” Marek.
Marek
studied in Berlin and
worked first for Fiat and
GM before moving to
Britain in 1940 and
eventually joining Aston in
1954.
Marek designed the straightsix in the 1950s DBR2 racer
Marek at the drawing board. Aston Martin
and redesigned the earlier
W.O. straight-six for service
in the DB4—an all-alloy twin-cam straight-six displacing 3.7 liters—originally with a punchy-for-theperiod 240 hp, but with as much as 314-hp in the twin-plug DB4 GT Zagato raced by Clark and Moss.
Smooth, characterful, and powerful, a good 3.7 still feels potent today.
Marek’s 5.3-liter V-8 arrived in 1969 in the DBS V8 and squeaked into the new millennium in the nose
of the twin-supercharged 600-hp Vantage V600, good for a claimed 200 mph.
Aston’s new hybrid V-6 turbo is codenamed TM01 in Tadek Marek’s honor.
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If one thing’s better than an E36 BMW M3 engine, it’s two E36 BMW M3 engines. Paul Rosche
developed both the original 3.0-liter straight-six in the M3, and a V-12 built to similar principles (though
radically different with an aluminum block and lightweight magnesium cam covers). Making 610 hp at
7400 rpm, the S70/2 is one of the greatest engines of all time and was tted to one of the greatest
supercars ever built: Gordon Murray’s
McLaren F1
Born and bred in Munich, Rosche joined
BMW in 1957 straight from college,
working under Alex von Falkenhausen in
BMW’s engine development department.
He went on to work on BMW’s fourcylinder M10 engine that rst appeared in
1961; once turbocharged, comprehensively
reengineered, and named M12, that
powerplant ran as much as 1500 hp in the
back of the Brabham BT52 designed by,
yep, Gordon Murray. No F1 engine has
ever been more powerful
Rosche worked for BMW for 42 years,
retired in 1999 after signing off on the
brilliant E46 M3, and died in 2016 at the
age of 82

Rosche’s swan song at BMW was
the straight-six from the E46 M3. BMW

Hans Mezger
The name Hans Mezger is almost as synonymous with Porsche as “air-cooled” and “ at-six.” Yet
Mezger has more strings to his bow than “only” bringing us the engine in the back of the 911. When he
rst bagged his dream job in Stuttgart in 1956, it was to work on the diesel engines he didn’t even
realize Porsche was tting to tractors. That led to work on the four-cam at-four Type 547 engine in the
550 Spyder, and Porsche’s rst F1 project in 1960, before he got the 911 gig. It was the start of an
association that lasted well into the
water-cooled era with GT cars and
wrapped up with the incendiary 997
GT3 RS 4.0
Mezger also developed the
entire 917—not just its mighty
at-12—that won Porsche its rst
two Le Mans. He mastered other
con gurations too, most notably the
1.5-liter turbo V-6 that powered
Lauda and Prost to F1 world
championships in the back of a
McLaren
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Hans Mezger and Niki Lauda. Porsche
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Loyal to Porsche to the end, Hans
Mezger passed away aged 90 in
June 2020
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Paul Rosche

Bill Blydenstei
Blydenstein initially trained as an aeronautical engineer and was a handy racer too, but his name earned
real currency when he developed race and rally cars for Dealer Team Vauxhall in the 1970s. “Baby
Bertha” was a Firenza-based saloon with a 500-hp Holden V-8 in which Gerry Marshall won the ’75 and
’76 Super Saloon championships, and
even the 2.3-liter slant-four in the
roadgoing Firenza HP was blessed with
Blydenstein magic. A Chevette HSR
prepped by Blydenstein also took Pentti
Airikkala to the 1979 British Rally
Championship
When the Dealer Team Vauxhall days
were over, Bill turned his hand to tuning
road cars, working from a workshop on a
farm in Buntingford and renowned for his
expertise with hot cams and gas- owed
heads
Fitting a Blydenstein cylinder head to
your Vauxhall unleashed as much street
cred as performance, and the name still
resonates with boy racers of a certain age

Bill Blydenstein engineered the
Vauxhall Firenza V-8 “Baby Bertha.” Vauxhall

Gioacchino Colomb
Born in 1903, Gioacchino Colombo was taught how to tell his cams from his cranks by Vittorio Jano
during an apprenticeship at Alfa Romeo, but the Italian (you didn’t know?) is most feted for his work at
Ferrari. In fact, Colombo’s 1.5-liter V-12 engine is the keystone of Ferrari—it was developed in the
aftermath of WWI to Formula 1 regulations and tted to Enzo Ferrari’s rst ever car, the 125 S of 1947,
producing 116 hp at 6800 rpm
In various guises, 60-degree V-12
Colombo engines powered Ferraris right
through to 1988, most famously in the
250 GTO as a 3.0-liter SOHC V-12 with
296 hp. The Colombo engine’s last gasp
came with the 412i grand tourer of 1986,
but the man himself had actually clocked
off in 1950, rst to return to Alfa and,
later, to Bugatti and MV Augusta
It’s ironic—and, perhaps, a sign of how
small the world of engine design is—that
just as Colombo was effectively ousted by
Lampredi after his V-12 had performed
poorly in F1, Lampredi was ultimately
replaced by Jano, the man who’d taught
Colombo so much

3.0-liter short-block Colombo V-12.
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If Ferrari’s Colombo V-12s were typically smaller and bred for European racing, those created by
Aurelio Lampredi were biggerchested units associated with cars
conceived for America—like the
4.1-liter motor in the 340 America
and thumping 5.0-liter in the 410
Superamerica
Ironically for a man famed for big
motors, Tuscan native Lampredi
started his career at scooter-maker
Piaggio. He quickly progressed to
aero engines and joined Ferrari in
1946, working alongside Colombo
and later replacing him while still
in his early 30s

Aurelio Lampredi, second from the right,
with Enzo Ferrari and Franco Cortese to his right. Ferrari

His engines weren’t only for cruising U.S. highways; in fact, the Lampredi V-12 was originally designed
for Grand Prix racing. Ascari clinched fth at Spa on the engine’s debut in 1950, and Lampredi power
also won the 1951 Mille Miglia and the 1954 Le Mans 24 Hours. Neither was Lampredi a one-trick
prancing horse: his twin-cam fours powered Ferrari F1, F2, and sports cars
He quit Ferrari to join Fiat in 1955, following Ferrari’s acquisition of the Lancia F1 team and with it, the
famed engine designer Vittorio Jano

Wolf Zimmerman
If the old 6.2-liter naturally aspirated V-8 in
AMGs including the C63 and SLS Black
Series were personi ed, it’d probably look a
lot like Wolf Zimmermann, who’s equal parts
Lemmy from Motörhead and Javier Bardem
in No Country For Old Men. He also just
happens to be the engineer behind AMG’s
rst in-house, hand-built engine. Raucous,
powerful, and very rock n’ roll, the M156
engine is a tting legacy for a man who’s
now left the Affalterbach building

Mercedes-AMG’s M156 engine. Wiki Commons

Zimmermann was lured from AMG for Dany
Bahar’s abortive years at Lotus and was busy
masterminding an all-new V-8 for the reborn
Esprit (with a little help from HWA, so the
rumor goes, which ran the Mercedes DTM
team) before Bahar was red

Zimmermann now works in Ferrari’s F1 engine department and was last spotted studying the rules for
the now-delayed 2021 powertrain. If anyone can produce an engine to overthrow the might of MercedesAMG, it could well be one of their (former) own
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Aurelio Lampred

Mike Costin and Keith Duckwort

Left to right, the design and development team of the Ford Cosworth V-8 engine in 1967: Bill
Brown, Keith Duckworth, Mike Costin and Ben Rood on 20th February, 1970 at Cosworth
Engineering. Grand Prix Photo/Getty Images
Choosing either Mike Costin or Keith Duckworth as the brains behind Cosworth would be like saying
that either Lennon or McCartney was more important to the Beatles. The pair founded Cosworth
Engineering Limited in 1959 after leaving Lotus and quickly struck gold with a Formula Junior engine
based on a Ford road-car lump
The Ford association continued for decades, and for enthusiasts, the Cosworth name and the engines the
pair produced are synonymous with the Blue Oval
Three in particular have been crucial to Cosworth’s success: the DFV, a 3.0-liter V-8 that debuted in
1967 and became the most successful F1 engine of all time; the BDA 2.0-liter four that powered a
generation of rear-wheel-drive Escort rally cars; and the 1980s and ’90s YB engine that slotted in all
Sierra Cosworth and Escort Cosworths. The last was, in essence. just a humble 2.0-liter Pinto with a
trick twin-cam 16V cylinder head and turbocharger, but it dominated Group A touring car racing and
could make over 500 hp in the McDonald’s parking lot.
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1955 Hillman Minx For Sale
Asking price $1500 or best offer

Very little is known about this car. It has sat in a garage awaiting restoration for the last 2
decades. The car is currently sitting under cover in Castle Rock. Seller hopes a buyer will
load it up and transport it away.
Contact Heather Whitney via email (jhwhitney7@gmail.com) or call (360) 430-7782.
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1960 Austin Healey Sprite Sprite For Sale
Total Restoration!
1960 AH Sprite… like new!
Motor/transmission… everything re-built!
Includes hardtop, soft top, tonneau, front disc
brakes, sway bar, Panhard rod system.
Appraised August 2020 at $36K — priced at
$30K… firm!
Contact Brian: 603 233-4323

4/4 TRANSMISSION FOR SALE
1963 Morgan 4 speed trans. It was removed to install a 5 speed. It has approx.
30K miles and is in good condition — won’t fit a Plus 4.
$450/OBO. Will take Pay Pal or Venmo. Will deliver in general Portland area.
541 680-0641; text, call, or email rar@routtrecruiting.com

MogNW Website! (http://mognw.org
• Check out the photo gallery. It has all the photos taken at the recent 2021 Devil’s
Punchbowl and the 2021 Portland ABFM. Photos of MOGNW events that appear
in this newsletter and more are posted in the photo gallery – lots of good
memories: 1978-present
• Check out upcoming events listed on the Calendar
• Check out the “Cars for Sale” page
• The website includes archives of Mogazines, a Photo Gallery, Tech Articles, and
the GB Sterne Story.
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GARAGE CLEANOUT IS YOUR CHANCE!
Morgan and Morgan-related bits and bob
Prices are half/50% of current retail or less – you can’t lose
Mallory Unilite Ignition Module – part #6100M, new, $3
Mallory coil, - part #MAA29219, new, $2
Mallory Unilite Distributor Cap – V8, part #209M, $1
Crimp-on Terminal Assortment – 520 pc. - $
EMGO Leather Goggles – Over the Glasses Model - $1
Two-eared spinners – used, four; inquir
Bumblebee plug wire – two pieces, 120” - $25 and 102” - $2
Jaeger 7000 RPM tach – 4 cylinder - $10
SuperPro temp guage – new with sender $3
Spectre Fuel Pressure Regulator – new, 1-5.5 psi, part no. 2517 - $1
Fuel Cutoff Inertia Switch – part no. 900-240 - $3
Lucas Reversing Lamp – Model 494 – NOS in original box - $15
Bonnet belt – new, brown, single silver buckle -$6
Brake adjustable proportioning valve with gauge – new, black nish
Fuel Hose End Clamp, Spectre #2262 – ts 3.8” hose, red anodized aluminum - $
Fuel line – braided ss, 3/8”, 6’ -$1
Fuel banjo tting – 3/8”, Edelbrock part no. 8089 - $
Electric fan mounting kit - $
Stainless brake lines – tw
Four barrel carb linkage plate w/ bracket – Summit part no. G1419 - $1
Edelbrock four barrel gasket kit – part no. 1472 - $
Edelbrock Carb linkage assortment – part no. 1473 - $
Griots bags – large size, three available - $2
Autodolly car skates – 8 x 16, four available, red platforms - $10
Ratchet tie down – new, two available, 1” x 15 ‘, 1000 # test yellow webbing - $
Air hose – new, yellow - $
Dart board – genuine bristle, 18” diameter, 1 ½” thick - $3
Morgan club badges, various – inquir
Morgan Plus 4 seat frames – two available - inquir
Sheepskin car covers – used, two, buckle on type - $1
Fitted luggage by Hill’s Alive – for early +8 but might t others - inquir
Eastwood Thermo-coustic barrier – two boxes, 5 12x12 sheets will cover 5 sq. ft - $15 eac
Matchbox wall clock – Motorcycle part no. 40981 - $
Turtle wax electric polisher – new - $1
Morgan radiator gap blocker – universal from factory but needs to be sectioned/cut to t - inquir
Hella battery cutoff switch w/ key - $
Over ow tank – JEGS, black plastic, two bolt mount, top and bottom in/outlets - $1
Toggle switches – several available, modern style, lighted optional - inquir
Librands stainless luggage rack – convertible between late model 4-seater and 2-seater Morgans - inquire

Pix available for individual items upon request
Email David Crandall (mogdriver@gmail.com) for further info.
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2021 MOGNW MEMBERSHIP FORM
If no changes from last year, please check this box

☐and fill-in Date and Name(s) only; check

payment option used.
Date _______________________
Name 1 ______________________________
Address ____________________________
ZIP Code __________________

Name 2 ________________________________
City _________________

State/Province ______

Email ___________________________________

Phones: Home __________________

Cell __________________

Work__________________

MORGANS CURRENTLY OWNED
Year _____ Model _____ Body Style _______ Color _____ Chassis No. _____ Engine Size _____
Historical significance, special equipment, or unique specifications?

Year _____ Model _____ Body Style _______ Color _____ Chassis No. _____ Engine Size _____
Historical significance, special equipment, or unique specifications?

Year _____ Model _____ Body Style _______ Color _____ Chassis No. _____ Engine Size _____
Historical significance, special equipment, or unique specifications?

2020 DUES PAYMENT
Check the box below that indicates your method of payment.
Payment Options:
use PayPal (use Friends/Family to avoid service charge to MOGNW) to send $30 US to
mognwfinance@gmail.com.
send check for $30 US made payable to MOGNW
send money order for $30 US made payable to MOGNW
FOR CHECK OR MONEY ORDER, MAIL
COMPLETED FORM AND REMITTANCE TO:

FOR PayPal PAYMENT, eMAIL COMPLETED
FORM TO:

Membership Chair
℅ Doug Barofsky’
69440 Crooked Horseshoe Rd
Sisters, OR 97759-9672
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Membership Chair
Doug Barofsky
membership@mognw.org
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